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Listening 

 

 

Circle True or False for these sentences. 

1. Llamas, alpacas, vicuñas and guanacos are all related to camels.  True   False 

2. Llamas are the smallest of the four.  True   False 

3. Llamas only spit at humans if you treat them badly.  True   False 

4. Alpacas look as if they are sad.  True   False 

5. Alpaca wool is good for clothes.  True   False 

6. Vicuña wool is very expensive.  True   False 

7. Vicuñas eat cacti.  True   False 

8. Llamas and alpacas can’t live in the UK.  True   False 

 

Complete the gaps with a word or a number. 

 

Llamas and alpacas are both domesticated animals and vicuñas and guanacos are 

9_______________. 

Llamas are very sociable animals and live together in groups, in 10_______________. 

 

They respond well to being trained and they are usually 11 _______________ and 

12 _______________. 

 

The alpaca is famous for its wool, which is 13_______________ and  14_______________ than 

sheep’s wool. 

 

Vicuñas can only be shorn of their wool every 15_______________ years. 

 

Guanacos are capable of surviving at over 16_______________ metres in the Andes. 

 

Llamas hum when they are 17_______________, or the opposite, feeling 18_______________. 

 

Sometimes farmers use llama to protect sheep and hens from animals that might attack them, like 

19_______________ or 20_______________. 

 

 

 

 



Reading 

Read the text. For each question 21 – 25 mark the correct letter A, B, C or D on your 

answer sheet.  

Lake Vinney My favourite place for water sports is Lake Vinney, but it has only existed since 

1975 when the valley was filled with water to provide electricity. Under the water is the village, 

Vinnthorpe. Last week I talked to Pat Smithers, who runs a shop on the edge of the huge car 

park. She gets up early to travel to her shop to sell newspapers and food and doesn’t finish work 

till late because of the car park. She said drowning the village was the best thing that ever 

happened, as it brought a lot of business to the area, and the number of visitors from all over the 

country continues to increase, especially as there is a new road which means it is easier to get to. 

When I asked people enjoying the water sports, they said they never thought about the drowned 

houses and streets. When I spoke to some people sitting in the cafѐ overlooking the lake, I was 

surprised to find they still get angry about what happened. They used to live in Vinnthorpe and 

were moved to other places in the area, among them thirty children who are now middle-aged, 

but they still miss the village. They say that nobody asked them what they wanted – they were 

told one day that everything was decided. They were separated from their friends and had to get 

buses to new schools instead of walking there together. It is a shame that these people lost their 

homes, and I hope something similar never happens again in the future. I would miss the water 

sports if they weren’t there, however, and I must say that I hadn’t ever thought about what was 

under the water until last week. 

21. What is the writer trying to do? 

A. describe what people think about the drowned village. 

B. persuade people to take up water sports on Lake Vinney. 

C. discuss what might happen to Lake Vinney in the future. 

D. explain why people like living by Lake Vinney. 

22. What do we learn about Pat Smithers? 

A. She lives beside the lake. 

B. She used to live in Vinnthorpe. 

C. She often visits the area on holiday. 

D. She earns her living near Lake Vinney. 

23. What do we find out about Lake Vinney? 

A. It attracts tourists from abroad. 

B. There are lots of houses on the banks. 

C. More people are visiting it every year. 

D. Mainly local people do water sports there. 

24. What does the writer think about Vinnthrope? 

A. He agrees with Pat Smithers. 

B. He feels sorry for the people who lived there. 



C. He thinks it should now be forgotten. 

D. He has always felt guilty about water-skiing there. 

25. Which of these is an advert for Lake Vinney? 

A. Come to Lake Vinney and water-ski or sail. No ugly car parks, shops or 

cafѐs around the lake to spoil the views. 

B. Come to Vinnthorpe and stay in a hotel in the village. Enjoy the walks 

around the lake in complete peace and quiet. 

C. Lake Vinney is perfect for all kinds of water sports. Wonderful cafѐ by the 

side of the lake and plenty of car-parking space. 

D. Enjoy water-skiing on Lake Vinney, but leave time to visit the old village 

beside the lake – nothing has changed there for 30 years. 

 

Read the text and fill in the missing sentences A – F into the marked spaces 26– 30. 

There is one sentence which you do not need to use. 

A. this doesn’t show animals as they really are in the wild 

B. as if it was jumping like a gymnast 

C. that was the message behind them 

D. that the animals in the pictures were still wild animals 

E. that animals live very differently in different countries 

F. and another had added music 

Wildlife Art 

Go Wild! is a touring exhibition of wildlife photos and paintings by young artists. Its last stop 

has been in my city and I went last week. The pictures were produced by teenagers living in 

countries as far apart as Asia and Canada. There were often humans and animals working 

together in the pictures, and to me (26) _________. In one painting, for example, a girl was 

resting her head on an elephant. Some wildlife experts say (27) __________, and I agree. 

But that didn’t stop the pictures being beautiful. One artist, for example, had filmed videos of 

animals through coloured glass (28) __________ - they worked really well. There were also 

action photos. One was of a bear that had climbed up a tree in a garden in Canada and refused to 

come down. Wildlife experts sent the bear to sleep with a special vet’s gun – and a brilliant 

photographer saw a great opportunity. He took a photo showing the bear falling out of the tree, 

fast asleep, onto a rubber mat on the ground, (29) _________! The bear was later returned to the 

wild. And there were lots more amazing pictures like that! Another young photographer took a 

photo while swimming with an elephant – although she almost got kicked as a result. I was glad I 

didn’t know that when I first saw the picture! It reminded me (30) _________, and shouldn’t be 

trusted. But this photographer clearly felt the photo was worth the danger. 



Use of English 

 

For Questions 31–45, read the text below and look carefully at each line. Some of the lines 

are correct, and some have a word which should not be there. If a line is correct, put a tick 

(V) by the number on your answer sheet. If a line has a word which should not be there, 

write a word on your answer sheet. There are two examples at the beginning (0 and 00). 

 

This Is My Hobby 

0 ........it........ If I hаd to sаy it whаt my hobby is, I suppose the аnswer would 

00 .......V....... hаve to be reаding. It аll stаrted in eаrly childhood when my 

31 .............. fаther used to enjoy much mаking up stories for my brother аnd 

32 .............. myself. This wаs а hugely populаr every night аt bedtime. As we 

33 .............. grew older, we turned to books аnd by the time I wаs ten, I had 

34 .............. a large collection of these children's literature. Ever since I can 

35.............. remember, I have read about a book a week and I am get through 

36 .............. lots and lots of such magazines too. I especially enjoy reading in bed 

37 .............. and if I am really enjoying a book, I will stay up all night to finish it. 

38 .............. But I also tend to fill my spare up time with reading. You will often see 

39 .............. me reading on the bus, for example, or if I am waiting from in a queue. 

40 .............. I never go anywhere without have something to read. I actually 

41 .............. collect magazines and I have a room at home filled with them. I even 

42 .............. buy magazines written in languages that I don't know them, just for 

43 .............. the pleasure given of looking at the pictures and seeing the way 

44 .............. how they are designed. It will come as no great surprise, therefore, 

45 .............. if I will tell you that my main ambition in life is to become an editor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Writing 

 

You have a new pen friend called Alex. This is the end of Alex’s last email to you: 

 

Write back soon and tell me all about yourself! I’d love to hear about your school and your 

family too.  

Best wishes,  

Alex 

Write a reply email to Alex.  

Remember the rules of email writing.  

(100-120 words)  

From: 

To: alex@email.me 

Subject: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


